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Four Lawrence professors granted tenure
B onnie A lg e r

The president’s office announced
last week that assistant professors Matt
Ansfield, in psychology, Marie Frazier in
government, and Bonnie Koestner and
Karen Ldgh-Post in music have all been
granted tenure, along with the rank of
associate professor, beginning with the
200607 academic year.
Ansfield, originally from Madison,
came to Lawrence after teaching at
Southern Methodist University in Texas.
He notes that Appleton is dose to his
family, friends, the Packers, and is “a
short 26 miles from Lambeau FiekT Tm
a Wisconsin boy," he says with a smile
Before entering the field of psychology,
Ansfidd studied aigineering but did not
enjoy it He returned to psychology, con
cluding that he had “always been a psy
chologist at heart, so why not make it
my life?"
Ansfdd’s research focuses cm the
health and emotional benefits of laughter,
a sector of the larger, growing field of pos
itive psychology. Above all else, he consid
ers himself a teacher. “Tve always taught,"
he says, “(and Fm] looking forward to
continuing dang what I do for the right
reasons, to serve my students.” On receiv
ing tenure, he says, “1 fed relieved and
renewed, energized. I love it here."
Having grown up in Memphis, Tenn,
Marie Frazier has lived on both coasts of
the United States, aswdlas various dties
in East Asia, since 1985. His interest in
politics and social change during his first
trip to China in 1986 inspired his current
work. “I just had no idea how important
China would become,” he says. Frazier is
currently writing a book about the politics
of pensions in China, and wifl be returning
there this summer to discuss U.S.-China
relations.
At Lawrence, Frazier will continue
to offer courses in comparative politics,
global economic relations and East Asian
politics. In response to receiving tenure,
he says, “It’s a tremendous honor to have
my wok recognized in this way by my
peers."
Vocal coach and pianist Bonnie
Koestner is a Lawrence alumna hailing
from the Chicago area Upon finishing
her undergraduate study, Koestner taught

music at the middle school levd fa four
years before pursuing a master’s degree
at UW-MadLson She then went on to serve
as opera pianist and coach at a number
erf different venues, including the Florida
Grand Opera The position at Lawrence
was an opportunity for Koestner to share
her skills and experience with the current
generation erf Lawrentians as well as a
chance to do more teaching, something
she has always enjoyed.
Koestner will be returning both to
Gtonmerglass Opera in Cooperstown, N.Y,

Europe and New Yak. While waking on
her doctorate, she studied with Shirley
Emmons, another Lawrence alumna who
recommended her fa the teaching posi
tion at Lawrence.
“Tve always sung," says Ldgh-Post,
who started singing at the age of 4 in
church. “My choir teacher in high school
was very supportive and encouraging,"
she added, and noted that this teacher
encouraged her to pursue music further.
Had she not become a singer and teacher,
Ldgh-Post possibly would have entered

r
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Photos by Lou E Penella
Clockwise from top leftMatt Ansfield; Karen Leigh-Fbst Bonnie Koestner; Mark Fronrier

and to the Palm Beach Opera this year. She
says she is “very pleased and honored to
be a permanent part of the Lawrence com
munity; fl| lode forward to the continued
joys and challenges of teaching in the
Conservatory. Lawrence has exceptionally
fine and interesting students, and they are
the reason I want to be here.”
Minneapolis native and mezzo-sopra
no Karen Ldgh-Post Ls also a Lawrence
alumna having completed majors in vocal
performance and choral music education
in four years. Ldgh-Post made her oper
atic debut with the Minnesota Opera, and
went on to sing “Carmen” in Gemiany, as
wdl as other performances throughout

mechanical engineering - she says she
enjoys rebuilding parts of her house. On
receiving tenure, she says, “You belong
and fed vested in the university, and in
tum are invested in the university. It’s a
sense of bdonging; this is where Fm sup
posed to be"
The road to receiving tenure is an
arduous one, and therefore it is quite
an hona to receive it. President Jill Beck
states, “1think these professors represent
outstanding achievements in teaching,
mentoring and coaching, research, creative
work and collegial service to the lawrence
community that enable our college and
conservatory to thrive.”

Becker to stay at LU
LSO director releases UW
tenure in favor of Lawrence
B rianna S tap leto n
StaffWriter

The conductor of the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra has forfdted tenure
at the University of WLsconsin-Madistn
in orda to remain at Lawrence. Professa
David Becka, who was tenured upon has
arrival at Lawrence at the beginning of this
academic year, will continue to direct the
orchestra and teach courses in conducting
"I think that's a tribute to the students he is
working with," said President Jill Beck.
Becker was appointed director of
orchestral studies in 2005. Before com
ing to Lawrence, he was the directa of
orchestras at UW-Madison and the associ
ate conductor of the Madison Symphony.
HLs carea as a violinist and conducta has
taken him to Atlanta, Syracuse, Savannah,
Memphis Louisville, Santa Fe, Miami
Vienna and Spain. Becka received degrees
from Ithaca College and file University
of Louisville and has served on the facul
ties at the University of Miami, Oberlin
Conservatory, University of Georgia, and
Memphis State Univasity.
David Burrows Lawrence’s provost
and dean of faculty, commented that
Becka is “extremely talented” and has
worked wdl with the orchestra “HLs ability
to teach, to engage in creative wexk, and
to be of service to Lawrenre Is wdl docu
mented and wdl understood," said the
dean. Burrows commented that tenure is

See Becker on page 4

Student Welfare
Committee alerts
students to new
Facebook risks
K ayla W ilso n
StaffWriter

Campus Center to be LEED certified
Paul Jackson
for The Lawrentian
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On Feb. 2, three representatives from
Uihldn-WiLsai Architects, responsible fa
theplanningandcoistructionofLawrence’s
new campus cento; discussed the steps
bang taken to ensure that the center will
be certified under the Leadership in Bwgy
and Environmental Design Green Building
Rating System. The discussion tookplace in
Professa Marcia Bjomerud's “Symposium
on Environmental Topics" dass and con
centrated on three things: the goal of this
and all environmentally aware architecture;
the standards that will definitely be met,
possibly be met, and will not be met; and,
finally, what the specific changes to the
Lawrence campus will be
One of the architects present men
tioned that “the goal of Ms architecture
is to enjoy the environment and to also be
protected from it." She went on to explain
that to achieve LEED certification - the big
name in environmentally sound architec
ture - one must commit to it from the
outset, a goal Lawrence administrators had
from the start. She also stated that it was
her and ho colleagues' goal to integrate the

mission, goals and values of Lawrence into
the project
LEED certification requires compliance
- with a handful of exceptions inhooit in
Lawrence’s non-urban location and local
requirements from the Gty ofAppleton -in
six areas as Mows: Sustainable Sites, Wato
Efficiency,EnergyandAtmosphere,Minerals
and Resources, Indoor Environmental
Quality, and Innovation and Design Process
In a general sense, the project must reduce
site distuibance fa the first requirement,
completely avoid false landscaping fa the
second, optimize energy performance fa
the third, use local a regional - and recyded if possible - materials fa the fourth,
vary air circulation levels fa the fifth, and
use low-emitting paints, carpels and thelike
fa the sixth. One part of LEED certification
that leaves some flexibility to the specific
construction is what the organization calls
“campus-specific goals" For example, the
environmental conditions of Northeastern
Wisconsin arc dearly different than the
conditions of Central Arizona Thus there
are some items such as erosion of the bluff
along the Fox River, which can be more
dosdy addressed Others which are more
conducive to urban environments such as

the Brawnfidd requirement - a bus stop
within a certain distance of the building and
extensive bike parking - can be placed en
the back-bumer.
Some items that woe also addressed
indude physical changes to the Lawrence
Uraveraty campus Three possible changes
to the campus could be a new footbridge
ova Lawe street to replace the existing one
that would have mere of a “natural fed”; a
pathway to Trover Hall from the center, and
a connecting corrida to Sage Hal
More important than the goals of the
architecture company, however, are the
desires of the faculty and students that
will be using the center regularly -whether
fa a small group meeting, lunch, a a
movie Students at the lecture woe en the
whole enthusiastic, and Bjonerud added “I
emphatically support the LEED certification
process and similar standards fa green
building"
The LEED certification will ensure a
green campus center, and the process fa
acquiring such certificatien Lsoff to a strong
and well supported start. For mere infor
mation en LEED certificatien, the Lawrence
Web ate will have a detailed list of certifica
tien procedures posted lata this week.

Photo by Lou E Penella

At a recent Student Welfare
Committee meeting Dean of Students
Nancy Truesdell brought to light concerns
regarding Facebook - the online direc
tory and social network - and the possible
negative impact it could have on stucknts
trying to get jobs. Hie Web site, on which
students can post personal profiles and
pictures as a way of networking with fdlow college students, has garnered much
attention from newspapers and magazines
latdy, as students seeking jobs have been
denied employment because of content on
their profile
The Internet often breeds a false sense
of security and - to a certain extent - ano
nymity. Because Facebook is designed fa
college students, it does not occur to most
people that anyone with access to a col
lege e-mail account can view the profiles.
“Students arc unckr the impression that
[Facdxxikl Lsmore secure than it really Ls”

See Facebook on page 7
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Adventures in Argentina: The Incan Trail
from which cocaine is extracted.
South Americans from these high
altitudes chew on the leaves of the
coca plant to fight the effects of
malaltura.
We traveled onward to Cusco,
Peru and took in this amazing Incan
city. Houses are built into the moun
tainside, and the surrounding area

ly abandoned centuries ago. When
we arrived there on a rainy morning,
after a 5 a.m. bus ride up the zig
zagging switchbacks of die moun
tain, it looked like it was practically
During fall term 2004, I had
untouched.
the opportunity to study abroad in
There are many levels of ter
Buenos Aires, Argentina with IES to
races
which were used for farming,
study Spanish. It was easily both
and each stone is placed together
the worst and greatest experience of
perfectly. As soon as you
my life. On the academic
enter the dty, there is this
side, my seven years of
overwhelming aura of mys
Spanish study put me in
tique that overcomes you.
a beginner's Spanish sec
You cannot see the popu
tion with other students
lated town bdow through
who had studied Spanish
the clouds and you feel a
for only a semester. As a
connection to nature. At
result of this, I was unable
Machu Picchu, no stone
to complete my Spanish
went unused; every build
major here at Lawrence.
ing was built in a way that
However, upon taking con
did not disrupt the natural
trol of my time abroad, 1
surroundings. It is truly
had the greatest time of my
indescribable
beauty.
life when I was there.
While there, we got
My greatest experience
an in-depth tour of the
- alter the jazz bars, art,
Photo
by
I
city.
We took a muddy
cooking classes and tour
Lou E Perella and Elizabeth Hermanson at Machu Picchu in Cusco,
two-hour
hike to the Sun
ing the city every chance
Gate, the anrient entrance
I had - was when 1 trav
eled to Cusco, Peru with a group of is full of Incan ruins. One set of to the city. Due to the rain, we were
ruins, named “Sacsayhuaman," lies
able to see the irrigation systems
friends.
It started in the airport in La on the mountain overlooking the function properly - something not
Paz, Bolivia. My companions and city. Some stones from this ruin many people get to experience dur
I were stranded overnight in the are at least four times as tall as an ing their journey. By the end of the
day, the sun was shining and there
airport with armed security guards average person. All of the stones fit
perfectly together with absolutely no was so much left to be explored.
patrolling the corridors. My first
experience with the 3,510-meter space between them. These stones We lounged on a terrace near some
altitude change was a run-in with are similar to what we saw in the alpaca and waited for the final bus to
“malaltura," commonly known as famous city in the mountains, Machu come take us home. As we zigzagged
down the mountain, I watched as the
altitude sickness. It was not a pleas Picchu.
Machu Picchu was a flourishing city mysteriously vanished into the
ant night in the airport. When the
shops opened in the morning, a good Incan city, with altars, an indus clouds and thought to myself how
friend of mine got me a cup of “mate trial section, housing, and multiple lucky I was to have experienced such
de coca" - a tea brewed from leaves sacred temples that was mysterious natural beauty.

Lou E P erella

Photo Editor

BOS holds dinner to celebrate black heritage
E m ily A lin d e r
for

The Lawrentian

Lawrence's Black Organization
of Students put on their fifth annual
Celebration of Black Heritage dinner
Saturday evening. This year's theme was
“New Beginnings of the SLstah." Burnt
orange, golden yellow and dark green
tablecloths covered the tables that filled
the Buchanan Kiewit Recreation Center.
On each table was a different biography
of a successful black woman and a com
memorative pencil for each guest. A few
huge photos of historical black women
with biographies were placed around
the gym as a tribute to the women The
Lawrence University Percussion Ensemble,
dressed in wild lively outfits that paralleled
their music, played while people arrived.
BOS president Paris Brown welcomed
everyone and talked a bit about the eve

ning before inviting people to begin din
ner. The tasty dinner, saved buffet-style,
consisted of fried chicken, candied yams,
collard greens, red beans and rice, JoDof
rice, and mixed green salad. A large table
held the two desserts; caramel apple pie
and peanut butter bars. During dinner, a
mix of mellow instrumental and energetic,
vocal music added to the ambience.
Following dinner, members of BOS
and other students preformed a skit enti
tled “New Beginnings of the SLstah." This
year’s skit was entirely written by Paris
Brown and Community Relations Officer
Taeya Abdel-Majeed. BOS received help
writing their script in previous years from
local black community members. In the
skit, a girl learns about the strong women
of her heritage and is encouraged to keep
pursuing her goals in hfe. Through a
dream she sees brief scenes about Harriet
Tubman, Rosa Parks, Liberian president

Ellen Johnson-Sirieaf, and Aretha Franklin
This dinner used to be an annual
Kwanzaa celebration at Lawrence. The
holiday occurs in December, but the group
waited until February to celebrate five
years ago, BOS renovated their aganization and derided it was time to change
their celebration as wefl. Brown said, The
purpose of this dinner is not only celebra
tion, but education of history - black and
American It is a time for reflection of heri
tage The event hopes to encourage people
to learn more about their own history and
the history of others also.”
It is always a pleasure to leam more
about heritage whether of a different
culture or of one’s own If you missed the
dinner this year, make sure to attend next
year’s Celebration of Black Heritage and
experience culture through a wonderful
meal and a great skit.

StaffWriters

Last time we covered the history of
whiskey in the US., but when* does whis
key really come from?
Distillation of Scotch whiskey can be
traced back to the 15th century’, when
surplns grains were distilled solely for
the dan’s chieftains by the anrient Celts,
meaning that the head honchos of the
time were really lucking out. At the time,
this fiery liquid was referred to as the
“water of hfe."
The primitive equipment nsed at the
time and the lack erf scientific expertise
meant that the spirit produced in those
days was probably potent, and occasion
ally even hannfuL And you thought 151
and Prairie Fires had a kick to them...
Luckily, distillation methods soon
improved, and in the 16th and 17th coitu-

ries considerable advanceswere made.The
dissolution of the monasteries contributed
to this since many of the monks, driven
from their sanctuaries, had no choice but
to put their skills to use. Dear old Brother
John went from faithful churchgoer to
mass producer of Scotch. It doesn’t get
much better than that, folks. Valued for
its medicinal powers (hey, cou$i syrup
contains a to of alcohol; why not go all the
way'?) and made originally with different
cereals and herbs, it is much unlike the
Scotch whiskey we know of today.
After the Act of Union with England in
1707, taxes on goods increased enormous
ly, forcing the distillers to take their busi
nesses underground for a period of time
Smuggling emerged as a popular occur
rence until the Excise Act of 1823 passed
and smuggling died out. The grandmother
of a friend of mine recently smuggled
a handle of Scotch onto ha cruise ship
in order to liven up the elderly folks, so

ReStore: a building depot
with an environmental twist
N o ra H e rte l
Staff Writer

The second installm ent in the
Green Architecture lecture series
took place Feb. 2. John Weyenberg,
executive director of the Fox Cities
chapter of Habitat for Humanity,
and George Elias, a member of
the organization’s board of direc
tors, discussed their current envi
ronm entalist efforts. Weyenberg
gave an overview of Habitat for
Humanity’s “green" construction
initiatives, and Elias discussed
the Habitat for Humanity Restore,
a retail store offering used and
surplus building m aterials. The
presentation, titled “The Restore
Recycled
Building
M aterials
Prpjecf,’’. focused prim arily on
objectives and operations of the
Appleton ar#aReStore.
Habitat for Humanity strives
to provide, energy-efficient hous
ing built to qualify with Energy
Star, a government-backed energy
efficiency, program. According to
their Web site, Energy Star requires
“tight construction (reduced air
infiltration), tight ducts, improved
insulation, high perform ance
windows, and energy efficient
heating and cooling equipment.”
Weyenberg said that Habitat
maintains these green standards
throughout the world and tries to
go above and beyond the expect
ed efforts. Habitat also evaluates
their building processes annually
to keep their homes as energy-effi
cient as possible.
The Habitat Restore redis
tributes used and overstocked
building m aterials and therefore
relieves some of the stress placed
on landfills. The Appleton Restore
opened last September a couple
miles east of campus at 3000 E.
College Ave. Like most Habitat for
Humanity efforts, the Restore is
run by volunteers and strives to
serve the community and the envi
ronment. With their goals outlined
in three objectives, the organiza
tion works to be affordable, to
contribute all profit to Habitat for
Humanity, and to remain environ
mentally conscious.

Restore m aintains affordable
prices because volunteers provide
labor and donated m aterials stock
the shelves. The organization
salvages m aterials from various
sources and significantly reduces
the price for resale. A ll of the
profits go directly to Habitat. In
its first four months, the Appleton
Restore averaged $20,000 in sales
per month.
ReStore’s environm ental efforts
help reduce waste in area landfills.
According to Elias, the ReStore in
the Madison area diverted 800 tons
from the land fill in the last three
years. The recycling coordinators
from the Appleton lan d fill work
enthusiastically with the ReStore
to lim it volume of waste. ReStore
also advocates “deconstruction
over dem olition,” and sends a
volunteer crew to “cherry pick”
through old buildings in search
of reusable building m aterials.
The Appleton ReStore has already
picked through 15 facilities.
As Elias said in his presenta
tion, “It’s a win-win-win-win situ
ation, because donors, customers,
the community and the environ
ment all benefit.” Donors receive
tax write-offs and avoid dumping
fees. Customers have access to
quality m aterials at low prices.
The community benefits because
Habitat has the financial means
to improve homes in the area.
The environment benefits because
waste is diverted from landfills.
The Appleton Restore is off to
a successful start and its support
ers have hopes for the future. Elias
mentioned an Earth Day celebra
tion this spring that would include
an exhibit at the Appleton Art
Center with art made from “junk."
Both Weyenberg and Elias say they
are enthusiastic about the green
efforts of ReStore and Habitat for
Humanity at large.
The final lecture in the Green
Architecture series, sponsored by
the Spoerl Lectureship in Science
and Society, w ill take place on
Thursday, March 2. Judy Corbet, co
founder of Village Homes in Davis,
Calif, w ill present “Beyond Green
Building: Planning for Sustainable
Neighborhoods and Regions.”

Featured Athlete:
Carrie Van Groll

Whiskey Wit, part Iwo
Linda P in to and
H e a th e r Prochnow
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maybe times haven’t really changed all
that much.
The most highly prized Scotches
are the single malts which are produced
entirely hum barley, double distilled, and
made at one distillery. Some other varieties
are made of mixes of several single malts,
and we’re not talking Culver’s chocolate
shakes here. Blended Scotch is made from
a mixture of malt and grains. This encom
passes the largest market and is represent
ed by well-known names, such as J&B and
Johnnie Walker, one of our favorite men.
You might want to try this snack
using a shot of good Scotch, a glass of
iced 7UP, and a fresh batch of chocolate
chip cookies, right out of the oven. Eat a
cookie. Sip the Scotch and savor it letting
the fumes cany the chocolate flavor into
your sinuses. Wait a moment and wash
it down with the 7UP. Pause and recover
for a minute or two before doing it again
Good luck!

Sometimes lost in the commotion of the men's
basketball team’s perfect record is the'fact that
the women’s team is currently leading the con
ference as well. A large part of the Vikings' suc Photo axrtesy of UJAdNetics
cess this year has been the play off the bench of
sophomore guard Carrie Van Groll, who has scored at least 12 points in
seven o f her last eight games, including a huge 23-point effort at Ripon.
Van Groll is this week’s featured athlete.

Name: Carrie Van Groll
Yean Sophomore
Hometown: Little Chute, Wis.
MsJor(s)/Minor(s): Biology/Education

Campus involvement other than b-ball: softball team
Favorite pep band song/antic T don’t really have a favorite, but I like
it when they play for our home games."
Game you fed die team played best In this year: "Against Carroll at
home."
Team goal for the remainder of the
Midwest Conference tournament."

"To host and win die
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Professor's lecture encourages
thorough understanding of Islam
A p ril W e s t
StaffWriter

mordial religion of God and attraoM only seen as granting pe
permission to conquer
a few followers in the beginning. It was Mecca This has been taken by some to
also met with extreme oppression; those be an endorsement for blanket jihad,
involved were tortured and murdered. Camey said.
Muhammad himsdf was eventually exiled
What does jihad mean? There first
from Mecca, with a small amount of needs to be a distinction between less
authority still attached to him
er and greater jihad The lesser jihad
The nature of the Quran, said Camey, deals with holy war and conflict, whereas
changed and evolved over the 23-year greater jihad deals with the struggle with
period during which it was revealed to oneself. There is jihad of the hand, heart,
Muhammad. Prior to Muhammad's exile, tongue and sword. The sword represents
the Quran was extremely anti-violent, but military conflict, the hand is related to
then was later interpreted as granting work and labor, the tongue represents
Muslims the right to defend themselves. speaking out against evil and the heart
Violence is seen as a weighty and sensi- represents the internal hatred of eviL
Jihad itself is much larger than the con
cept of holy war. The idea of holy war was
used to spread influence so that people
would be able to hear the Quran, tying
into the form of the tongue jihad The
justification is that it is necessary to instill
just leadership so that people can hear
the truth. In view of the classical interpre
tation of the Quran, Camey explained all
other societies are unjust. This is the key
criterion and motivation for extremist
groups. The right to jihad was an obliga
tion upon all Muslims.
The idea of an Islamic state is mod
era Until 1923, there was no central
Muslim authority. In Islam, God has the
sovereign right to legislate over all issues.
To many, this meaas that no secular
law can exist alongside God’s. Traditional
Photo by Lou E Perella
Religious studies professor Seth Camey delivers a
Muslims view any other law as absurd
talk on the Quran.
According to Camey, Islam does not
have the answer to all questions. To
tive subject in the Quran. The society at radicals such as Osama bin Laden, the
the time was extremely violent and tribal view is that Islam has become unpurified
warfare was especially prominent. Over and needs to be purified again. Bin Laden
time, interpretations of the Quran granted himself goes against many traditional
more allowances for violence. When large Islamic traditions, Camey stated sayirig,
conflicts began between Medina - the city “I will say that tan Laden is not crazy,
where Muhammad went after exile - and but does have a logic that is based on a
Mecca, the Quran as interpreted began misinterpretation of the Quran ... The
to praise martyrdom and the idea of the Quran can be used to justify a number
holy warrior. After that, the Quran was of things.”
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Pete Snyder: Gender Neutral
Housing, Feb. 6

As some of you know, I am cur
rently the president of LUCC, the
rough equivalent of student gover
nance at Lawrence University. As
much as I have enjoyed being on
LUCC, the truth is that the council’s
power to directly effect campus
life is fairly limited. Tuition, meal
plans and class requirements, for
example, are all outside the purview
of LUCC. When it comes to housing
policies though, LUCC, through the
Residence Life Committee, has the
authority to make a significant dif
ference on campus. Currently, LUCC
Residence Life Committee is dis
cussing whether to implement gen
der-neutral housing. In this speech
I hope to convince you to sup
port the change, to address some
potential concerns, and to give you
some information about how you
can influence whether the change
happens or not.
Currently, the LUCC Residence
Life Committee is discussing wheth
er to make all, some, or none of
Hiett Hall, the Exec Houses and
the small houses gender-neutral.
The change would not affect formal
group houses, such as the fraterni
ties or co-op, who, with the approval
of the Formal Group Housing Board,
would continue to be able to set
their own housing rules. From my
perspective, the committee seems
to be leaning towards playing it cau
tious and making small portions of
campus gender-neutral. I think that
would be a mistake. While caution
can be a virtue, in this situation where there is a lot to gain and little
to lose - being slow-paced amounts
to being cautious solely for the sake
of being cautious. Making as
much of Hiett Hall, the Exec
Houses, and the small houses
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y OF
gender-neutral as possible is
a chance to make a low risk,
positive change on campus.
When I have brought this
up in conversation with my
friends, many have responded
by saying, “What do I care?"
I think there are many com
pelling reasons to push for
G e t ahead this summ er!
wider adoption on campus.
For example, here are six, in
Take u n d e rg r a d u a te courses
no particular order:
1. To provide more hous
ing options to students at
Lawrence without lim iting the
choices available to others.
2. To be more “real-world"
for students looking to ease
the transition out of college.
3. To prevent transgender
students from having to make
the awkward choice between
their sex and their gender
J u n e 1 9 - A u g U S t 2 5 , 2 0 0 6 ( 3 -, 5 -, 6 -, and 9 -week sessions)
when applying for housing.
4. To establish Lawrence
University
as an institution
• Experience undergraduate courses at the University of Chicago taught by world-renowned
concerned with gender equali
faculty and experienced lecturers.
ty issues, and as an institution
at the forefront of addressing
• Ask life's fundamental questions and improve your critical, analytical, and writing skills in
them.
the University of Chicago’s famed Core Curriculum. Take History o f Western Civilization,
5. To allow heterosexual
Philosophical Perspectives, and Self, Culture, and Society.
couples the opportunity to live
• Develop your skills in one of a unique array of 15 ancient and modern languages: Arabic,
together in the same way that
homosexual couples currently
American Sign Language, Chinese (Mandarin), French, German, Classical Greek, Modern
can.
Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, K’iche' Maya, Korean, Latin, Russian, Spanish, and Turkish.
6. To simply allow friends
•,. . .
. .. . . • r 1»,•. n«,,. »
who are of opposite genders
R EQ U ES T Y O U R C A TA L O G T O D A Y .
to live together.
I know many concerns
call 773/702-6033
have been raised consider
e-m ail uc-summer@uchicago.edu
ing gender-neutral housing.
For example, some students
have said that they would be
visit: http://sum m er.uchicago.edu
uncomfortable using the bath

Religious studies professor Seth
Camey gave a talk in Riverview Lounge
Feb. 2 entitled “Understanding Islam and
the Islamic Worid: Jihad and Terrorism."
The talk dealt with misconceptions of
Islam, how the religion began and its basic
premises.
“Jihad is all the West ever hears
about,” Camey began. The reduced inter
pretation of Islam in the West makes
it difficult to understand die diversity
of beliefs among followers of Islam
Fundamentalism goes back to the 19th
century, beginning with the Catholic belief
in the inerrancy of the Bible. This fact is
often forgotten due to the modem use of
die word fundamentalism
The Quran does not exist in isolation,
Camey explained. It is unique among
religious texts in that it speaks of itself
- it even speaks of interpretation of itself.
This need for interpretation has led to
much confusion, debate and creativity. All
interpretations of the Quran are taken to
be fallible and open to questioa
The media often takes excerpts of the
Quran out of context. They make general
claims of Islam with the aim of sloganeer
ing. Camey said that this springs from
a failure to acknowledge die diversity
of interpretation present within Islam
To ignore over 1,000 years of scholarly
debate is oversimplifying the issue “You
cannot ask die question What would
Judaism do? and you cannot expect the
same of Islam" he stated.
Camey also supplied a brief history
of Islam and the Quran. Muhammad
was the religion’s founder, announcing
a religion of pure monotheism This was
fairly dramatic because it went against the
Arabian social and economic structure of
his day. Islam is seen as the original pri-

a in

room or showering in the same
room as a member of the oppo
site gender. Those students do not
need to worry. Hiett Hall, the small
houses and the Exec-Houses all have
single bathrooms, so no student
would need to be in a bathroom at
the same time as a student of the
opposite gender.
Some students have also
expressed concern that gender-neu
tral housing would substantially
change the “feel” of campus life
for the worse. 1 think that would
not be the case. In Hiett Hall and
the Exec Houses, students already
have their own bathrooms and large
common spaces. Social life seems
to happen primarily inside rooms,
not in the common spaces. There
is no reason to think that the “feel"
of either of those areas would be
altered significantly if, alongside
rooms of men and men and women
and women, there were a handful of
rooms where men and women lived
together.
Other students have been wor
ried that creating gender-neutral
housing, while benefiting students
who want to live with a member of
the opposite gender, would displace
other students who prefer to live
with someone of the same gender.
These students also do not need
to be worried. In a residence desig
nated as gender-neutral, no student
would be required to live wijh some:
one of the opposite gender. A gen
der-neutral room could be occupied
by two men, two women, or a man
and a woman. In addition, no rooms
would be reserved for students of
the opposite gender. In short, no
one would have his or her choices
decreased. The only change would
be that when you were choosing a
room, you could opt to live with a
man or a women, regardless of your
sex. No one has to do anything they
do not want to.

"Making
as
m u ch
o f Hiett Hall, the Exec
H ou ses, and the sm all
h o u ses gender-neutral as
p o ssib le is a chance to
make a low risk, p ositive
change on campus."

So, again, I strongly think that
Lawrence should adopt gender-neu
tral housing in Hiett Hall, the Exec
Houses, and the small houses. If you
are interested in this issue, in either
support or opposition, I urge you to
send me an e-mail that I can present
on your behalf to the committee. If
you would prefer to share you opin
ions with the committee directly,
please come to the Residence life
Committee Meeting at 11:10 a.m.
in Downer F on Tuesday, Feb 21.
Also, please consider encouraging
friends and others you think would
be interested in the subject to do
the same. Housing is one area where
LUCC and the student body can
make a substantial change on cam
pus. By letting the LUCC Residence
life Committee know this is a sub
ject students care about, we can
encourage the committee to use its
authority to make positive changes
to campus life.
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Non-Lies and Truths

PointCounterpoint Bush's State of the Union address
FYorrKotingFear
Ben Pauli
StaffWriter

P e te r G ille tte
Opinion Columist

Torrents of Spring
Trying to shut up Alison Miller is
like plugging an oil spigot with a piece
of gum
For over a year now, I’ve maintained
a fairly strong acquaintanceship with
Alison, but none of that prepared me for
what 1came to see at the beginning of
the term Sometime first week, 1think at
a party, she came up to me and started
talking and just wouldn’t stop. She had
just come back from St. Bernard’s Parish,
near New Orleans' devastated lower 9th
Ward, and she clearly left her priorities
there.
"Hey Peter,” she asked, “what are you
doing for Spring Break?” At lawrence,
anytime anybody asks me what I'm doing
at a particular time, I begin reflexively
stacking up excuses. I'm going to be
working on an independent study. I’m
going to be recovering from second term
I'm going to visit graduate schools. Fm
going to...
“Come to New Orleans.” You see,
over the summer, I am a cable news
junkie. It’s depressing but addictive, like
so much else in life, to sit and watch
bombs and rising watn and oil spills and
lost children and spinning economic indi
cators and to find myself unfortunately
engrossed - engrossed, glassy-eyed, and
immobilized. But the worst part is that...
it’s kind of enjoyable to watch.
“New Orleans?”
“St. Bernard’s Parish ... the houses
there have been destroyed. It lodes like a
war zone. Since everybody has fled, who
ever is left has been left jobless. There’s
no fcxxL They need medical supplies.
Houses are covered in water.”
She kept on going, with a bit of fire
in her eyes. I thought it through, and
couldn’t think of anything better to do,
and so Tmgoing. I'm a bit scared, because
Tve never really done a damn thing about
anything worthwhile in my entire life. I
helped build some houses near Tijuana
once, but I couldn't even drive a nail
straight. Alison doesn’t care.
She wants you to cone too, and
whatever you can bring with you, wheth
er you are a faculty member, a student,
an executive, a fund-raiser, a Democrat,
a Republican, a Tory, or a Whig. Just do
something.
The next time I saw Alison, and the
time after that and after that, she asked if
I was still coming, and I said yes. “Greatl”
she’d say, and then tdl me ofher evolving
plans, much of which was covered in last
week’s Lmvntian Since that article went
to press, LUCC came through with over
$4,000 of support. With Alison's tenac
ity at the head of the charge, I imagine
whatever else is needed will fall neatly
into place, but Tm sure whatever you've
got to give she can find a good use for.
(Anybody have a weU-placed contact at
a bus company'?) E-mail her at alisou
kjniflertflawrence.edu
In this age of educational coopera
tion and tolerance, developing collabora
tive plaus is certainly laudable.
But before making any plaus, some
one has to make a lot of noise about
whatever is worth valuing. The nose
is the first step towards taking it to
the streets, using whatever means neces
sary- including appeals to reason and
compassion the use of the media, and
even the willingness to shame friends in
order to jar their peers, people like me,
out of our collective complacency.
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President Bush’s latest State
of the Union address was, like
the five others before this, not an
accurate assessment of the cur
rent condition of the country, but
rather a campaign speech aimed at
raising his own image and that of
the Republican Party. With the mid
term elections fast approaching,
Bush stuck to the usual Republican
tactic of promoting fear in order to
justify their crusade-like “war on
terror.” Bush, as with his earlier
addresses, continues to try and
force a connection between the
attacks on 9/11 and our invasion
of Iraq, though he now does it in
much more vague terms, saying,
“On Sept. 11, 2001, we found that
problems originating in a failed and
oppressive state 7,000 miles away
could bring murder and destruc
tion to our country. Dictatorships
shelter terrorists, feed resentment
and radicalism , and seek weapons
of mass destruction.” Though he
never directly states that Iraq was
involved in the attacks or that Iraq
was actively producing or seeking
WMDs, those false messages are

clearly implied. Bush further dis
torted the truth when he defended
his illegal wiretapping program by
saying that his actions were ju sti
fied by the Constitution and that
Congress had been kept informed
of his actions. (It was interesting
to hear Bush defend his protection
of liberty while Cindy Sheehan was
arrested and violently removed
from the event simply for wearing
a shirt that read “2,245 dead. How
many more?”) Finally, President
Bush began the drums of war for
an invasion of Iran when he spoke
to the people of Iran, much as he
did before the U.S. invasion of Iraq,
and ominously stated that “one
day” Iran w ill be a democratic soci
ety after which the U.S. and Iran
w ill be “the closest of friends.”

mx
Ben Pauli is a member of Students for
Leftist Action.

Chef Shaunna
French toast lasagna
Shaunna B u rn e tt
Staff Writer

I am getting peeved with everybody
deriding Downer each time they trek to
the cafeteria The freshmen can’t know,
but the rest of us certainly remember
Downer last yean dry, overcooked, and
uninspired. At the end of last year, rumor
had it that a new chef had been hired and
we were on the brink of a cafeteria revolutioa The small differences felt at the end
of last year corroborated this generally in
the form of crisply steamed vegetables
that hadn’t been drowned in mystery
seasonings. The revolution was almost
complete upon my return to campus,
although the mechanisms for change arc
still in place within Downer’s penchant for
experimentation.
Returning from a host family whose
diet consisted mainly of lentils mixed
with a hot dog or hard-boiled egg may
explain why I am so comfortable with the
sometimes unusual experiments to which
the lawrence menu planners subject us.
The more likely explanation for my high
tolerance of occasionally wretched food
is that I have suffered enough crushing
defeats in the kitchen that I am lenient
toward Downer's, and even fed kindly
toward the effort.
While their seasonings are often still
mysterious and sometimes horrible, more
frequently than ever before there is a
H

|

B eck er
c o n tin u e d fr o m p a g e 1
'
^ u
is awarded based on excellence
in teaching, creative work and service, and appointing Becker with tenure was a positive decision that will
enhance the Conservatory programs,
The conductor dtes the exceptional students and educational
integrity of Lawrence as his reasons
for accepting tenure. “I am honored
to be a member of the Lawrence
University Conservatory family," said

every day. Indeed, the Downer novitiates
of intrepid spirit, both young and old,
generally find the staggering choice of
foodstuff ddightfuL
When I argued passionatdy for
Downer’s dever, or failing that, daring
combinations of leftovers into entirely
new dishes, concerned friends of mine
retorted, ‘Try the French toast lasagna.”
I pleaded vegetarianism, they countered
with flexitarianism. Back and forth we
went until curiosity won and I extricated
a square of the socafled “lasagna” for my
analysis.
What appeared to be abrick of mdted
eheddar cheese was, upon dose-inspec
tion, layers of French toast sticks, minced
ham, apple pie filling, and cmtop of it afl,
mdted cheese. Even I was hesitant, but in
the name of this column and of friend
ship, I tried it, and I can tdl you it was not
good, but not bad. The idea was solid, but
the execution was flawed, and Downe
wins points for creativity.
Cdebrate such culinary creativity with
a sandwich. Respect the freedom of choice
Ddi Line offers you; the dare Downer lev
els to you to create a meal with as much
flair as they. I recommend you choose
whichever meat and cheese you like best,
some apple sauce or apple slices, perhaps
some sprouts, anything dse that takes
your fancy, and some time mdting in
the grill to pay homage to the endearing
ecccntridties of Downer with your rdnterprctation of French toast lasagna
Becker.
Becker also hinted at an initiative

' ‘if

ball, softball and volleyball teams
within the Conservatory for faculty
30(1 students “who need more physical exercise time out of the practice
room.” Becker wryly added, “We are
presently in the secret planning stages of this comprehensive project."
^ou can see Becker in action
when he conducts the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra for the produc^on Mozart's The Magic Flute Feb.
16.17 and 19 in Stansbury Theatre.

l^adrgFfeaoe
M ichael Papincak
StaffWriter

This week, I have been asked to give
my opinion on the recent State of the
Union address given by President George
W. Bush. After reading and reviewing this
address, I came to the condusion that
I could not comment on every specific
section of the speech; there would be too
much to say due to its length. However,
there are a few points that I would like to
isolate and comment on
Overall this was a pretty typical State
of the Union address on paper - 1was
not able to watch the speech on TV so I
am commenting only on the transcript
from the White House Web site. I have
read a few of his other State of the Union
addresses and they pretty much afl have
the same formula and topics. However,
this one had a theme in the first half
that takes his ideas about Iraq in a more
intense direction
The first half of the speech is afl about
Iraq and foreign affairs. Most of what he
is saying is not new, we have heard it
before. However, he keeps bringing out
isolationism, which is something that we
have not quite heard before from the
president. We have heard him say that we
should not pull out of Iraq or the Middle
East efforts for peace and democracy
- another mam theme of his speech -but
we have not heard him refer to this as
isolationism I think that this is a very
important statement by the president. If
the world was peaceful and everything
was perfect, then isolationism would be
great. We would only have to worry about
ourselves. However, this is not the situa
tion. The world is not perfect and peace
ful especially in the Middle East, and if
we pulled out, if we turned our shoulder
away from the world, the devastation
that would follow' would be catastrophic,
especially in the Middle East. But Bush is
now talking about turning away not only
from the Middle East but the world He is
basically saying that we need to continue
supporting our friends on this and other
continents and to make new allies in

newly formed democracies around the
wold; we must remain a vital and impor
tant leader in peace and freedom in the
world This is the main theme of the
address and I think it is a very important
one for people to follow and accept
The next important statement the
president made was about America’s
dependence on oiL This is not only for
eign oil which he does single out, but on
oil in general HLs now-famous line was
“America is addicted to oil” This is true,
as we all know. However, this is nothing
new from the president. After reviewing
past addresses to Congress, the president
has stated this before. This time, however,
his statement was bolder and more direct.
Since the beginning of our war efforts in
the Middle East, President Bush has been
calling for this addiction to stop. He has
also made many efforts to fund and sup-

Michael Papincak is a member of the
College Republicans.

port new, cleaner technology that will give
us energy and take us away from an oilbased economy that relies on the unstable
countries of the Middle East This is just
what I want to hear. And I am guessing
that you afl think I am an oil-loving GOP
gas-guzzler but this Republican would
love to have less and less to do with the
unstable countries of the Middle East Afl
they do is cause trouble for the United
States and the world. The less we depend
on them the better.
Overall I think it was a good speech
with important things to say. As long as
President Bush makes some of the filings
he said true I don’t see any reason why
the rest of his second tom should be a
success.
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khoomeicom and is (me of the few
was exciting.”
Westerners to have mastered the art, was
While Huun-Huur-Tu’s brand of 31-80 10 attendance Saturday. He attribTuvan music is decidedly more authen- u,ed the West>s recatf interest in Tuvan
tic than that heard in ethnobeat and culturt‘ t0 groups like Huun-Huur-Tu.
in experimental projects like Bjork’s ‘'Hiey’ve been traveling out, beating the
“Medulla,’’ some Western dements did drum' an(1 getting the word out there,"
seem to creep in. Bapa played a nylon- he sai(l W*1®1asked for advice for aspirstringed guitar on two songs. He defendIhroatsmgers, Sklar said that it’s quite
ed this, saying that the music simply fit difficult. “Some people will lie able to
the instrument, and wasn’t Westernized figure it out,” he said. “But people sliould
at alL “I don’t have an Ionian scale,” go slowly. You have to build strength, go
--------------------------------- — ------------ eaaiaod above all, use common sensed.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Get rid of NACA
The few performance venues on campus have regularly hosted
drab entertainment for our otherwise well-stimulated college minds,
and it is important to consider where these unknown and often
irrelevant artists are coming from. While this editorial is not meant
to criticize the Student Organization for University Programming or
the generous students and staff who work hard every year to provide
us with fun and accessible programming, we urge those people to
reconsider how they are spending our student dollars.
With the exception of the annual “Big Event," over 70 percent of
the SOUP budget is set aside for acts booked through the National
Association for Campus Activities. This organization, while boast
ing to provide affordable and efficient programming for colleges,
lim its the range of potential performances on our campus. $12,500
of the SOUP budget is reserved for an exclusive list of artists and
performers with NACA memberships. Those artists who are willing
to pay the $614 membership fee earn the privilege of having their
m aterial presented to college programmers at NACA conventions all
over the country. While NACA is in fact a non-profit organization and
provides scholarships and other benefits for colleges in the U.S., the
problem still remains that the programming at Lawrence is coming
from a remarkably narrow pool.
Just being in Appleton, we have Chicago, Madison, Milwaukee,
and the Twin Cities all in relatively close proximity. These cities are
teeming with artists, musicians, performers, and comedians who are
operating independently of third-party promoters and associations,
which add additional costs and, quite often, present inflated images
of their clients. Although NACA may streamline the process of cam
pus programming, with a little more effort Lawrence could reach
out to a truer artistic community - one that is more in tune with the
goals and aims of Lawrence students. NACA performers who have
reached nominal success at schools like Florida State or Brigham
Young University aren’t necessarily guaranteed to win the hearts of
the Lawrence community. SOUP could instead recruit members from
different departments or artistic communities on campus in order
to get a better sense of what students are looking for. By making
an effort to branch out, Campus Activities could provide a more
comprehensive and engaging series of programming for Lawrence
students.
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NEEDS A SUB
Dear Kate,
How can I make the best valen
tine card EVER?
-Out of Ideas
Dear Out,
The paper valentines that we
used to give and receive as school
children are no match for a snazzy,
homemade valentine that you can
make yourself and give to your sig
nificant other. First, hit up Hobby
Lobby or some other local craft
store. If you see something that
strikes you, buy it, even if it isn’t
covered in hearts or kisses. The
best idea is to make a unique work
of art that will remind the recipi
ent of you. Pick up some sturdy
construction paper, funny stickers,
and glitter. (You can never have
too much glitter.) Cut your paper
into an interesting shape, and glue
some sweet stuff to the front. Try
to stay away from diched hearts
or over-the-top flowers. Next, make
sure you spend as much time writ
ing a note inside your valentine, as
you did decorating the front. Search

online for love quotes, or go to the
Mudd and pick out your favorite
romantic poem. Write it inside - in
your nicest handwriting - and add a
special message at the bottom. Do
not write “muah,” “I <3 U," or any
lyric written by Ben Gibbard. Recall
a favorite memory or a funny joke
the two of you shared. Don’t forget
the envelope! You can decorate the
envelope just as much as you did
the valentine itself; just remember
to seal it with a kiss.
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"Watching 'Final Destination

2.’”
-Mark Johnson

EDITORIAL POLIC Y:
Editorial policy is deter
mined by the editor. Any opin
ions which appear unsigned
are those of the majority of
The Lawrentian’s editorial
board.
Letters to the editor are
welcome and encouraged. The
editor reserves the right to edit
for style and space. Letters
must be e-mailed to:
lawrentian'a'lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be text attachments.

" Hamburgers ... I mean,
’Glug."
-Puff the Magic Turtle

—All submissions to the edito
rials page must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 pjn. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the edi
torials page must be accom
panied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted

without a contact number will
not be published.

"No Comment."

-Suzanne Ozment

—The Lawrentian reserves the
right to print any submissions
received after the above dead
line and to edit each submis
sion for clarity, decency, and
grammar.

—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,

The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the stu
dents. faculty, and community members who submitted them. All

and will be edited for clarity,
decency, and grammar.
—Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the pub
lishing date.

facts are as provided by the authors. The Lowrentian does not
^endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian wel
comes everyone to submit their own opinions using the param
eters outlined in the masthead.

Post-Crescent
Campus Adviser:
PaulShrode

Dear Kate,
What can single people do on
Valentine's Day?
-Not Sad, Just Single
Dear Not,
February 14 is another day
on which single people are left
high and dry. No one to kiss on
New Year’s Eve? No big deal. Going
to watch the Independence Day
fireworks alone? You’ll get a bet
ter view by yourself, anyway. But
come Valentine’s Day, all you hear
about is love, love, love. Blah, blah,
blah. The most important thing to
remember is that you are certainly
not alone. Exchange valentines with
your single friends, go out for din
ner, and have a good time. Watch a
bunch of cheesy romantic movies
and make fun of how desperate the
characters are. Wish your favorite
professor, your RLA, or Hilda at
Downer a happy Valentine’s Day.
Make a point to make other people
smile on Valentine’s Day, instead of
wishing someone else was around
to buy you lame flowers or stale
candy.

Journalism Advisers:
Staff of the Appleton

Photo poll by Erin Ober
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Legendary saxophonist Benny Golson to come to LU
Described by LUJE director Fred
Elena A m e s b u ry
for The Lawrenuon
Sturm as “the most articulate jazz
artist I've ever met,” Golson first
-----»
--------------r
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’*'•«*,** ,» , came to Lawrence in 1990 as part
The next continuation of of that year’s Jazz Celebration
Lawrence’s Jazz Series w ill fea Weekend. He has been honored
ture tenor saxophonist Benny for his innovative work highly and
Golson, performing Friday, Feb. 17 frequently, including being named
in Memorial Chapel. Golson w ill a National Endowments for the
be accompanied by the Lawrence Arts Jazz Master in 1996. It is
University Jazz Ensemble and the
Lawrence Jazz Trio.
Born in Philadelphia, Penn, in
1929, Golson has contributed much
to the jazz world. He is known
especially for his jazz standards,
and for being the only living jazz
artist to have written eight. He
has played in the bands of such
jazz legends as Benny Goodman,
Lionel Hampton, Earl Bostic, Art
Blakey and Dizzy Gillespie, and
has arranged and composed music
Photo courtesy of Ibbob Music Inc.
for other artists including Miles
Davis and John Coltrane. Also a Benny Golson will collaborate with both the fac
ulty jazz trio and LUJE in concert Feb. 17.
composer for advertisements, TV
shows and film s, he wrote the
through the NEA Jazz Masters on
score for M*A*S*H and an Ore- Tour program, in collaboration
Ida frozen potatoes commercial, with Arts Midwest, that he comes
among other well-known programs. to Lawrence.
He appeared as himself in 2004 in
The Lawrence Jazz Trio con
Steven Spielberg’s “The Terminal” sists of Lee Tomboulian on piano,
with Tom Hanks.
Mark Urness on bass and Dane

Richeson on drums, and w ill back
up Golson during the first half of
the concert on tunes chosen by
Golson on the spot. On the sec
ond half, Golson w ill feature as a
soloist with LUJE, playing arrange
ments of his own songs. Three LUJE
members - Je ff Ostroski, Doug
Detrick and Jacob Thomas - have
arranged pieces that w ill be per
formed that night. Their arrange
ments of “Terminal 1," “Caribbean
Drifting," and “Touch Me Lightly"
were created from jazz lead sheets
- scripted melodies and chords
- of these songs, which appear on
Golson’s new album, “Terminal 1.”
Sturm explained, “The students are
preparing a set of scores and parts
to be given to Benny as a gift with
hopes that he w ill perform the
arrangements again in the future
with other ensembles." He added,
“This is another glowing example
of the unique real-world experi
ences that Lawrence provides."
Tickets for the performance are
$8-9 for members of the Lawrence
community, $15-17 for students,
$17-19 for seniors, $20-22 for
adults, and are available at the
Lawrence box office or from the
Lawrence website.

Another Green World
Blevin Blectum:
Live at Hemlock Tavern

i t

Erik Schoster
for

The Lawrentian

Like the subject of my last feature,
Oakland, Calif, based Blevin Blectum
began her recording career orbiting the
realm of breakcore. After playing a show
at Mills College .with Kevin Blechdom,
the two teamed up as the now:defunct
Blectum From Blechdom for soundbending tongue-in-cheek dada/data
riots - pushing each other outside of
their creative comfort zones. With an
MFA in electronic music from Mills
College under her belt, Blectum has
since exploded her solo career, most
recently with a 2004 full length, “Magic
Maple," on Chicago’s Praemedia imprint.
This five recording at San Francisco’s
Hemlock Tavern is saturated in the lan
guage Blectum articulated on “Magic
Maple." Her breakcore leanings are still
present, but the shimmer of these tracks
has a distinctly orchestral quality to it.
Her music is dense, chaotic and frenetic,
but there’s a skillful harmony to the way
she sledgehammers samples of bird-

Turning a music education into
a professional career
Staff Writer

The question of post-graduation
employment Ls a daunting one for the
average music performance mqjor. After
four years of practicing, theory homework
and rehearsals a steady job seems like a
faraway reality. In a presentation last week,
Fax Valley Symphony executive director
Marta Weldon discussed the ins and outs
of the orchestra worid in an effort to guide
bewildered Connies through the process.
Any orchestra gig starts, of course,
with die ufitkm. Weldon discussed
briefly the logistics of auditions - the
impersonal screens between performer
and adjudicator, the multiple rounds “like
a trade meet," the heavy competition -not
unfamfliar to music students.
Before the audition, a musician has to
actually get the audition, and as Weldon
admitted, “Who you know still really
helps." After sending a resume, an appli
cant should give a follow-up call - and
call anyone she might know in the orches
tra, including old colleagues, friends from
summer festivals and former teachers.
“You have to pull strings use connec
tions," Weldon said Weldon also empha
sized joining the local union chapter of
the American Federation of Musicians
the best way to learn about orchestral
openings and network with other local
musicians.
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra direc
tor David Becker, in a separate interview,
shared some thoughts from a performer’s
perspective. Before aiming to conduct at
Lawrence, Becker played everything from
orchestral opera, ballet and quartet gigs to
working at recording studios in Nashville
and Atlanta where he said he “recorded
the entire gamut, from soul singer A
(keen to toilet paper commercials." Based
on years of freelancing, Becker had advice
for musicians locking to get started in a
new town “Find out who the main ‘jobber,’
or booking agent, in the town Is. Call him
for an audition Whether you get asked
back largely depends on how' you do on
that first job." Becker acknowledged the
importance of getting along with one’s
fellow musicians and making connections,

but in the end what really matters Ls
whether you’re a good musician
In addition to the traditional orchestra
gigs Becker also mentioned the increas
ing opportunities for small groups. With
good TO, a chamber group can make “top
dollar" playing either classical repertoire
or pop arrangements at shows banquets
and restaurants. Small groups these days
are “cksng quite well" said Becker. He
cited great performing opportunities in
recording and freelancing, calling recording “a great industry to break into." But,
he cautioned freelancing Ls only for those
willing to “run their tail off."
Weldon discussed a more in-depth
perspective of what might be involved
in an orchestra job. “Being a musician is
a lot more than playing an iustrument,”
she said A huge part of orchestral work
today involves outreach programs - gong
to schools and teaching kids about classi
cal music. “If kids don’t get excited about
music, we have no future. We have no
audience,’’ Weldon said Consequently, an
orchestral musician needs to be ready to
work in small groups make presentatious
to young children, and get the community
involved in the orchestra. Visual presenta
tious arc also beaming a new feme in the
industry, and musicians who can bring
something to that aspect of their job have
an edge Furthermore, it’s often valuable
for a musician to be able to persuade
donors to continue giving money in order
for the orchestra to keep afloat. Weldon
predicted a rise in interviews being con
ducted along with auditions. “A musician
should be able to think," she said
Both Becker and Weldon strongly rec
ommended chamber music experience
for the aspiring performer - to leam the
repertoire, to gain experience working with
people, and to practice sight-reading. Both
encouraged as wide a variety of experi
ences as possible. Becker remarked how
“terribly important” summer festivals are,
and Weldon recommended auditioning
for the Fax Valley Symphony.
Becker spoke of the challenges of a
performing career - the long hours, the
unsteady pay, the physical demands -but
even still he concluded that “if you have
a chana' to spend your life playing, what
else can you ask for? It’s an honor."

song and broken keyboards together. If I
knew a little more about the concept of
“strange loops” I think Fd be closer to
unpacking a core element of Blectum’s
music. Her music unfolds in cycles - not
loops, but strange loops - rarely repeat
ing themselves, but also not quite devel
oping in linear stages, the way much
cyclic music does. Blectum takes some
long obscured linear jumping point, and
folds it back on itself. If mirrors could
be folded like origami paper, her music
would make a lovely soundtrack for
them. Blectum finishes out this live set
with “Last Track” from “Magic Maple,”
which is probably the best example of
the synthesis between the energy of her
older breakcore and the sheer spectral
density of her newer music.
Live at Hemlock tavern can be down
loaded for free as a high-quality MP3
from the av/.o Net label at http://www.
a-version.co.uk/sister/
Another Green World is a survey
of nice things to see and hear on the
Internet.

Finding the Laughter... again

M aking the leap

A m e lia P erron
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Photos by Cora Schroeder
From the winter play. Bo Johnson’s "Finding the Laughter." From left to right Sin Hellerman, Emily Meranda, Elaine Moran, and Maria Giere.

Paul Roberts makes good impression
V ero n ica D eV o re
Staff Writer

The Lawrence community recently
experienced a true musical treat Feb.
2 when internationally acclaimed pia
nist Paul Roberts performed works
by Claude Debussy in Harper Hall.
That Thursday evening, Conservatory
students and faculty gathered to hear
Roberts perform the works that he has
intensively studied and perfected over
the course of an entire career.
Roberts played both books of
Debussy’s Preludes for solo piano.
Listeners were held captive by his flaw
less technique, intense dynamic con
trasts and incredible musicality. Not
a single note went through Roberts’
fingers without having been treated
with thought and care. In addition,
the performance was enhanced by
Roberts’ detailed explanation of each
movement within the piece. He gave
historical background and informed
the audience of specific passages to
listen for. For example, both the French
and British national anthems can be
heard in movements from the second
book. Roberts summed up Debussy’s
Preludes in three words: mists, fair
ies and fireworks. He explained how
almost every movement contains
aspects of these terms, whether in the
title or simply in the musical effects
used by Debussy.
It was clear from these detailed
and informative explanations that
Roberts has dedicated his life to the
study of Debussy’s compositions. He
is currently recording Debussy’s com
plete piano works, and the first CD in

the series was declared by Classic CD
magazine as “probably the most desir
able modem recording of the Preludes
currently available in the U.K." Roberts
also has a parallel career as a writer,
and has published the acclaimed book
“Images: The Piano Music of Claude
Debussy." He is currently working on
another volume entitled “Reflections:
The Piano Music of Maurice Ravel.”
Roberts also recently received a
commission to write a biography of
Debussy to be published later this
year.
Roberts’ fascination with French
music, particularly that of Debussy,
began when he was very young. “I
thought it was the most amazing
music I had ever heard," he said. “At
the age of 15,1 decided that I would

do two things: play only Debussy, and
write a book about him. Of course, it
didn’t actually happen until 30 years
later, but nevertheless ..."
Lawrence University has a very
special connection to Roberts.
Conservatory piano students who
wish to study at the London Centre
often have the opportunity to take les
sons from him, since he calls London
his home. Students who choose to take
advantage of this opportunity will leam
from an artist who has been hailed by
critics as “a truly creative performer"
and “comparable to the very greatest."
Lawrence is truly fortunate to know
Roberts, an incredibly knowledgeable
and innovative performer who is able
to convey to his audience the genius of
Debussy’s music.

Photo by Erin Ober
Paul Roberts performed an all-Debussy recital in Harper Feb. 2.
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Andrew Bird purveys a new
virtuosity

7

Artist Sptolight: Vale Todo

C o rey L e h n e rt
Business Manager

Andrew Bird, the dasskaDy trained
violinist turned indie rode star, kicked
off a tour Feb. 2 at Nfihvaukee’s Miramar
Theatre with a soid-out show that he
unabashedly described mid-set as “yet
another perfect performance."
Bird has drawn an impressive follow
ing with his Wend of wry, oft-surrealist
lyrics and multi-instrumental composi
tions. On his albums he layers dectric
and acoustic guitar, violin, glockenspiel,
drums, whistling, keyboards and vocals
to lace together profound blankets of
sound. On stage he Wings a bottled-up
talent waiting to burst into the air when he
releases compelling reinterpretations of
audience favorites like “MX Missiles" and
“My Skin Is.”
Bird let the Thursday-night crowd get
wanned up with a shon set by Martin
Dosh, a drummer and multi-instrumental
ist who combined drums, a Rhodes piano,
effects pedals, and a sampler to create a
wonderfully spontaneous deep-sea sound.
Dosh’s solo set, lasting only two songs, was
so pleasantly enveloping that, by the time
Bird came onstage to merge with Dosh’s
instrumental “Misha," (me almost wanted
to ask him to wait a couple minutes.
Flaying to a sea of beards and black
glasses, Bird's set was all the more
entrancing. Starting off with his repetition
of Maurice Ravel’s String. Quartet in F
major, Bird’s training as a classicalviolinist
became apparent. Moreover,^Ws mastery
of the sampling pedals made it easy for
him to place the sounds o£four violinists
onstage in a few shot moments. ■
.
After several minutes'one could tell
the tapestry of sound Bird had weaved
had gained another thread, and he soon
launched into the opening motions of “MX
Missiles": Those that will judge / will say
you’re aloof / but you know that die truth
is a seed," Bird sputtaed, in a drastic yet
welcome change to his usually delicate
delivery. He then plucked out a few notes
that progressed into a surf guitar solo, as
if to show how far he could stray from the
swig’s typical delivery while remaining
true to his fans.
Bird followed up with “Nervous Tic
Motion of the Head to the Left,” giving a

If the rigors of a liberal arts education
have gotten you feeling blue this winter, a
certain group of Lawrence musicians may
haw the perfect cure. The student-run
salsa hand known as Yale Todo has been
rehearsing and steadily gaining attention
in Appleton owr the past couple yeans.
The group reai'hed a newlevel of exposure
recently when they were hired for weekly
appearances downtown at CasaBlanca
This week, percussionists Scott Palmer and
Mike Truesdell gaw The Lawrentian some
insight into the fiery beast that is Vale Todo
When and how did Vale Todo get start
ed?
Photo courtesy of Cameron Wrttig
Andrew Bird performed in Milwaukee Feb, 2.

demonstration of the “nervous tic"
while rapidly shifting the swig s style trom
that of an *80spower ballad to a flamenco
jam session.
The rest of Bird’s set consisted of
crowd favorites from his albums “Andrew
Bird and the Mysterious Production of
Eggs" and “Weather Systems," as well as
ope cover and a few sqngs to be released
over the next few months.
Ijpqn coming bade for an encore, Bird
gave animpressiveperformance of “Tables
& Chairs,” whispering, “Don’t wary about
the atmosphere” to the transfixed axAvcf
before ending the set Having emerged
from the beautiful yet surreal realm of
music that Bird had left in his wake, one
almost wanted to comply with his nonex
istent logic. Although Bird claimed he had
not practiced his set in several weeks, the
crowd felt no need to challenge his state
ment that the first show of Bird’s February
tour had indeed gone perfectly.

we have added a singer, T’arlos, which is
great. It is alot different ptiying tunes with
vheais - the horns are fjye tp play more1
like a big band with background hits and
harder parts instead of always having to
cany the tune.
What kind of music do you play?
ST.: We play salsa1A Cuban/New York
style salsa and Latin jazz with influences
from Tito lYiente, Ray Barretto, Ruben
Blades, Eddi Palmieri, Chucho Valdes,
Hector Lavoe.

ST.: There has been a salsa-type band
going on for the past five years, learning
the occasional couple of tunes for a recital
or something. Last year we officially called
ourselves Vale Todo and started playing
out.
M.T: As I understand it, Vale Todo
began as a salsa band that rehearsed
sporadically, and rarely performed. Since
Greg Erskine, Scott Palma-, and Nick Kraus
took control of the reins, it has cone into
itsown. *<* ’ *

What do you hope to achieve with your
musk?

How has the group progressed since
you started?

ST: Rehearsing with a 12-piece band
that isn’t for credit makes it a Uttie difficult
sometimes to get everyone together. But
we have a pretty good system worked out
and with a weekly gig it’s pretty nice. Many

ST: We have gone through a few
members as people have graduated, and

ST: We want to make people dance.
We love the music, the culture, and the
atmosphere it provides. We love playing
as a band, so the only real thing we want
out of it is for other people to fed the
same way.
How has it been rehearsing and per
forming with the group?

of the members bring
in arrangements and tunes for us to play
so we’re always learning new stuff.
MT: Now that we are playing regu
larly, we’re trying to perfect our show. 1am
personally having a blast this year. I love
this music, and it is always a thrill to be
playing great music with great musicians.
Are you guys playing any time soon?
ST.: Every Thursday at CasaBlanca
on the Ave. next dixir to Scnor Tequila’s.
We’re also playing at Waverly Beach on
Feb. 18, as well as a few Appleton-arca
school performances for multicultural
days and outreach-type things.
[What should we expect to experience at
a Vale Todo concert?
M.T: Hopefully there will be an exating energy in the air that makes you want
to dance and sing, or at the very least tap
your toe.
ST.: Some dance rhythms, some sweet
solos, and a great-sounding horn section
This is a dance band, and we want to get
people on the floor and have a great time.

Be sure to check out Vale Todo at http//
myspace.com/valetodo for an updated list
of concerts and performances.

Veritas est throatsinging: Huun-Huur-Tu in C hicago
A d a m B erey
Copy Chief

The art of throatsinging is becoming
a distinctive fate in our culture, with
artists like Bjork and the Kronos Quartet
Facebook to the advent of voice
featuring throatsingers in their music.
mail, that when it first came out,
Yet few of us actually have the opportu
students had to be reminded to
c o n tin u e d fr o m p a g e 1
nity to experience this phenomenal craft
keep their messages professional,
firsthand.
Gayatri Naidu. “Students don’t because they did not know who
One such opportunity arose last week
understand that it’s reality." It
could be calling.
when the Tuvan quartet Huun-Huur-Tu
is important to note that if you
With the popularity of Facebook
performed at the Old Town School of Folk
are going to put something on on the rise, some colleges and
Music in Chicago.
the Internet, you need to exercise universities have set up a sort of
If you’ve never heard Tuvan throats
caution, because you do not know “Facebook monitor" to peruse pro
inging, it’s hard to describe. Called “khoowho w ill see it.
files and look out for illegal activ
mei” in Tuvan it’s both beautiful and
For those applying for jobs ity. In some cases, actions have
abrasive, both sonorous and guttural.
after graduation this is especially been taken against the individuals,
Some people compare it to the sound
im portant. Many students have with some even being expelled.
of an Australian didgeridoo, but it’s a
content on their profiles that This idea was tossed around at
little more complex and varied than that.
would be deemed inappropriate to the committee meeting, but it was
Basically , khoomei involves the singer
most potential employers, Includ decided that the university should
constricting parts of the throat and shap
ing photographs of >|He;g3al. activ not take responsibility for what
ing the tongue so that a high second pitch
ity such as underijgf . ijln lp h g . students put on their profiles.
emerges. By moving the tongue, the per
In addition, students
Em ily Saltzman, the otfrpr ce-chair
former can sing a melody while holding
of the committee, remarked that shquld also be aware of the secu
the base note.
employers view this.^s “evidence rity .risks that Facebook poses.
Huun-Huur-Tu, whose members hail
that you’re not grown up.? Due ' Tdpe ja fe , it is not .fr fgiQdidea
from Kyzyl the capital of the Siberian
to such profile contfcntr students
republic ofTuva in the Russian Federation,
throughout the country afe bejng
is currently on their 16th US. tour, having
turned down for jdbs. fa /some
mostly stuck to performing since 2004’s
cases, employers have explicitly, allow straDgers access. “We Vint
“Altai Sayan Tandy-Uula" with then-new
stated that this is due to an appli-' lb yot^izfc to the campus that you
member Andrey Mongush.
cant’s Facebook profile.-Wluie riot X ^ tP & i& a r e * added Sakznwri.
The members all sang both in vari
every place where students Jlpply Students, especially juniors and
ous styles of throatsinging and in more
w ill have access to Facebook, if seniors applying,for j off*, after col
conventional voices. They also each
students are applying somewhere lege, taay ^vtpt to reevaluate the■■ played two a three instruments. Kaigalschool-related or with a high con content o f Sjwfr Facebook prirflie,
ool Khovalyg, a co-founder of the group,
centration of Lawrence alumni, the and ask themselves if that is (he
did a majority of the overtone singing
chances of their profile ending up image they wish to portray to
and played mostly on the “igil" a bowed
on the wrong computer screen are potential employers.
instrument similar to the Chinese erhu
high. Saltzman and Naidu related

Facebook

Photo courtesy of Vale Todo

Sayan Bapa, another original member,
sang in the deep, resonant “kargyraa"
style and mostly played doshpuluur, a
three-stringed lute Alexei Saryglar con
tributed a great deal of melodic singing
and played various percussion instru
ments which included a “tungur" shaman
drum, horse hooves, and several others.
Mongush was featured both as a throatsinger and fa his strong, lyrical “normal"
voice as well as playing flute and several
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Photo courtesy of Huun-Huur-Tu
Huun-Huur-Tu performed two sets at the Old
Town School of Folk Music Saturday.

stringed instruments.
Huun-Huur-Tu played two shows
Saturday night, selling out their 7 pm
performance and nearly doing the same at
10 pm The setting was lively but intimate
in the 357-seat American Airlines Concert
Hall at Old Town's Lincoln Avenue loca
tion.
The quartet played fa just over an
hour, with Bapa briefly introducing each
song.
The concert featured two exceptional
solos that allowed the audience to hear

the throatsinging separated from the
instruments. Mongush sang in the “sygyt”
- or “whistle" - style, a technique that
produces a very dear, loud, overtone
Later, Kaigal-od Khovalyg sang in “moun
tain kargyraa," fa which the singer must
vibrate not only the vocal folds but also
the usually unused ventricular folds. This
produces a fundamental an octave bdow
the sung pitch in addition to the high
overtone
One particularly sublime song was
“Odugen Taiga," about the sacred ground
at the confluence of the YenLsey River
which flows from Tuva through Siberia
and into the Artie Sea Khovalyg impro
vised over the music, whistling, trilling
and cawing, using throatsinging tech
niques to simulate birdcalls. At times
the other members joined in with their
own dove-calls, squawks and loon-cries.
When the instruments dropped out for
the last minute of the song, the effect
was amazing: if you dosed your eyes, you
could imagine yourself on the banks of
the Yenisey on a spring day, the singing
birds carried swiftly by the brisk Siberian
wind blowing past your face and over the
steppe.
Khodmd has been in use in Central
Asia fa centuries, both as social music
fa storytelling and as religious music
fa shamanic rituals. The music, like so
many other cultural riches, was heavily
repressed under Soviet rule, but has expe
rienced an enormous resurgence recently.
“We still have shamans," said Bapa “It
doesn’t have to end" That spirit is quite
apparent even in the music itself. “I kept
getting chills," said one concertgoer. “It

See Huun-Huur-Tu on page 4
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This year’s Super Bowl had its
share of controversy and highlight-reel plays, and yet it left view
ers ultim ately unsatisfied. Even
the much-vaunted com m ercials
were a flop; only the escalation of
the “Razor Wars" drew any atten
tion from the people I watched the
game with, and then only because
of the stupidity of it all.
The game itself was marred
by dubious officiating, but in the
end the Seahawks themselves are
to blame. Sure, D arrell Jackson’s
touchdown catch probably should
not have been reversed for such a
trivia l infraction, but at the same
time that would have left the final
score 21-14 as it was the touch
down reversal that created the
opportunity for the field goal that
the Seahawks were forced to set
tle for. Instead, Seattle's complete
defensive breakdown on a couple
of plays sealed their fate more con
cretely than did the officiating, no
matter how one looks at it.
In fact, all three Steeler touch
downs came on botched defen
sive plays. Roethlisberger’s con
troversial touchdown came after
a third and long that saw the
Seahawk secondary fail to cover
the Steeler’s receiver near the goal
line. W illie Parker ripped off his
75-yard touchdown run - which
was the longest in Super Bowl his
tory - thanks to a good block by
his guard, but more im portantly
a missed tackle by the corner and
an awful pursuit angle taken by
the safety. Had either of these two
made the plays they were supposed
to, Parker’s run would have been
an unspectacular 5- or 6-yard gain.
Wide receiver Antwaan Randle El’s
touchdown pass to Hines Ward
was, as TV analyst Michael Irvin
put it, “ the best Steelers pass of the
game," and even then Ward should
have been covered by safety Etric
Pruitt who misread the play.
Outside of these three plays,
less than 1 percent of the threehour-and-36-minute game, the
Seahawks out-gained, out defend
ed, and generally out played the
Steelers. However, they managed
only 10 points and therefore lost
this unremarkable game.

Last week, a photo from
the article "Rebuilding
New Orleans" was
incorrectly labeled as a
beach in New Orleans.
The photo was actu
ally taken in Waveland,
Mississippi.

J
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Hockey wins, ties in weekend doubleheader
Kyle D allm an
StaffWriter

The hockey team entered a piv
otal doubleheader against Finlandia
University last weekend. Entrenched two
points behind the Lions in the standings,
Lawrence found themselves in position to
make up ground in the MCHA.
Game 1 featured outstanding goalkeeping by Andrew “The Team" Isaac
and an all around defoisive effort from
the Vikes. For most of the game a slew
of Lawrence defensemen forced Lion
attackers to the outside, where they were
left frustrated, being forced to throw the
puck on net at near-impossible angles. In
the second poiod Lawrence convincingly
battled through an 11-minutemarathon of
7 straight penalties, including two 5-on-3s,

but promptly responded by getting a goal
with 23 seconds left in the period to take a
2-0advantage into the break. Finlandia got
a goal less than four minutes into the third
period, but the Vikings would get three
straight goals from there on out, including
David Olynyk’s second of the night and a
short-handed goal from Evan Thornton,
cruising to a 5-1victory. Lawrence rode the
strength of 39 saves from Andrew Isaac
and an efficient offense that needed only
21 shots to produce 5 chicken scratches.
Finlandia was left baffled on die power
play, finishing the day O-fcr-8 on the man
advantage On Sunday Finlandia would
come out stronger, getting a power play
goal only 1:46 in Lawrence came right
back, getting first-period goals from fresh
men defensemen Mitch Sabo and Hake
Royie. The same pattern held true for the
second period, with Finlandia getting an

early goal and Lawrence storming right
bade, eventually inching to a 2-goal advan
tage late in die second on beauties two
minutes apart from Aaron LaFave and Joe
Searl Unfortunately, die Lawrence penalty
kill couldn't hold up, surrendering 2more
goals before the second buzzer sounded
The third period featured outstanding
hustle from a determined Vikes team that
was knocking at the door butjust couldn’t
get the right bounce, outplaying Finlandia
for the nmjority of the third and into OT,
but U J had to settie for a tie, 44.
After the dust had settled the Vikings
came out of the weekend taking 3 of 4
points and were tied with Finlandia for
third place in the MCHA Next up for
Lawrence is first-place MSOE, playing
here Friday in Appleton and Saturday in
Milwaukee.

Lawrence University

scoreboard
Women’s Basketball
Feb. 8
Lawrence
Beloit

59
36

Feb. 4
Lawrence
Illinois College

69
52

Feb.3
Lawrence
Knox

79
51

Men’s Basketball
Feb. 8
#2 Lawrence
Beloit

Women win three of three on the home front
P e te r G riffith
Associate Sports Editor

The LU women’s basketball
team swept this week’s home stand
to keep pace in the upper ech
elon of the Midwest Conference
with two games remaining. The
Vikings hosted Knox and Illinois
College over the weekend and
Beloit Wednesday night, and had
little trouble with the bottom three
teams in the league.
Friday night brought the Prairie
Fire of Knox College to Alexander
Gymnasium. Knox battled to a hardfought 13-12 lead nine minutes
into the first half but Lawrence
used a 31-9 run over the half’s
final 11:10 to take a commanding
43-21 halftime lead. Knox would
never get within 18 points in the
second half as LU cruised to a 79-

51 win. Lawrence was led by sopho
more Kelly Mulcahy who grabbed 9
rebounds to go with her 19 points.
Illinois College was Lawrence’s
next victim , as Saturday night went
much the same way as the night
before. Lawrence jumped out to a
47-24 halftime lead en route to a
69-52 victory. That 17-point margin
of victory was the closest 1C got in
the second half. Mulcahy again led
LU in scoring with 16 points and
sophomore Carrie Van Groll had
another good game off the bench,
picking up 15 points, 2 assists and
1 block. Van Groll has now scored
at least 12 points off of the bench,
in seven of the Vikes’ last eight
games.
The Vikings had to rely on
defense on Wednesday evening to
overcome a feisty Beloit squad.
Lawrence held the Buccaneers to a
dismal 14.8 percent from the floor

in the first half, and it wasn’t until
the 5:25 mark that Beloit broke the
tens column on the scoreboard. LU
didn’t shoot too much better in the
first half but 27.3 percent was all
it took to stake the Vikes a 26-11
halftime lead. Both teams would
improve their shooting in the sec
ond half and Beloit would get as
close as 9, but the Vikings pulled
away to defeat the Bucs 59-36.
Mulcahy, a guard from Glendale,
Wis., scored 14 to lead the Vikings
in scoring for the third straight
game.
Unfairly overshadowed by their
male counterparts this year, the
ladies are in first place in the con
ference and poised to join the men
as Midwest Conference regular-season champions. Just like the men’s
team, they face a crucial road game
next week against Carroll, who is
half a game behind the Vikes.

Men stillwinning
M ouse B raun
Staff Writer

Hosting the Midwest Conference
tournament may come down to a
coin flip. The Vikes won all three
of their games this week, but if a
determined Carroll team shows up
Wednesday night, both teams have
a strong possibility of finishing
15-1.
“The tiebreaker rules to host
the tourney are determined by the
conference coaches in a preseason
vote," stated Midwest Conference
sports information director Matt
Troha. “The first tiebreaker is headto-head record; the next option is a
coin flip."
If LU plays at Carroll like they
played this week, Lawrentians
should be able to enjoy watching
their home team play in Alexander.
The Vikings absolutely dismantled
their opponents, winning by an aver
age of 27 points on the three-game
homestand. They are now 20-0 and
14-0 in the Midwest Conference. On
Monday, they were bumped up to
No. 2 in the nation according to the
d3hoops.com top 25 poll.
Last week, John Tharp's team
found out that their starting center,
Matt Osland, is out indefinitely with
mononucleosis. Sophomore Andy
Hurley has stepped in wonderfully,
recording 12 points and 8 boards
against Knox, and 15 and 5 versus
Illinois College.
On Tuesday, the day before the
Vikes were to take on Beloit, five
players - including all-American
Chris Braier - missed practice.
Coach Tharp was also slowed by an
extremely upset stomach.
Four of the five who missed

87
63

Feb. 4
#2 Lawrence
Illinois College

85
52

Feb.3
#2 Lawrence
Knox

70
46

Hockey
Feb. 5
Lawrence
Finlandia

4
4

Feb. 4
Lawrence
Finlandia

5
1

Wrestling
Feb. 3-4
At Wheaton College Invitational
Lawrence 17th of 30

Indoor Track
UW-Oshkosh Invitational
Women 5th of 6
Men 5th of 7

standings

practice were in uniform the
next night and contributed
meaningful minutes. Braier
put up impressive numbers,
scoring 14 points, pulling
in 9 rebounds, and doling
out 7 assists. Braier is the
current team leader in scor
ing, rebounding, assists and
steals.
Senior Kyle MacGillis
played a stellar game against
Beloit. He poured in 20
points on 8-10 shooting, and
had 12 rebounds. He also
had 4 steals.
Braier said the team is
not concerned with the tie
breaker rules. “We’re not
worried about coin flips,” he
said. “We just care about
winning."
MacGillis welcomes the
idea of a week off before the
Carroll showdown. After the
Beloit game, he said, “It’s
great that we get a week off.
It w ill be nice to get some
rest and relaxation.”
Law rentians
should
strongly consider making
the two-hour trek down to
Waukesha Wednesday night.
Lawrence has had difficul
ty playing at Carroll in the
recent past, losing last year
by 4 and narrowly escaping
with victories in the two pre
vious years. A strong show
ing by Lawrence students
could make a difference in
the outcome of the gam e_______________________________________
and determining home court
Photos by Em ober
advantage in the MWC tour- Top: Senior Ben Klekamp drives for 2 of his 9 points
nament. Game time is set for aga,nst IC
-. n r ,
Bottom: Chris Braier probably still sot this board.
7:30 p.m.

>

Women’s B-ball MWC
Lawrence*
12-2

O'all

19-2
Carroll*
11-2
17-3
St. Norbert*
14-7
11-3
Ripon*
10-4
13-8
Lake Forest
7-7
13-8
Monmouth
6-8
9-12
Grinnell
4-9
8-12
Illinois College
3-10
9-11
Beloit
3-10
5-14
Knox
1-13
3-18
‘Qualified for MWC Tournament

Men's B-Ball
#2 Lawrence*

MWC
O’all
14-0
20-0
#22 Carroll*
12-1
18-2
Grinnell
8-5
12-7
Knox
8-6
11-9
Beloit
6-7
10-10
Ripon
6-8
7-13
Lake Forest
4-10
6-15
Illinois College
3-10
7-13
Monmouth
3-11
7-12
St. Norbert
4-10
6-15
‘Qualified for MWC Tournament

Hockey

MCHA

#14 MSOE
Marian College
Finlandia

14-1-1 16-4-1
10-6-0 10-11-0
7-6-3 7-10-3
7-6-3 8-10-3
4-11-1 4-15-2
2-14-0 2-19-0

Lawrence
UM-Crookston
Northland

O’all

Standings courtesy o f
m idw estconference.org
and m chahockey.com
All statistics are
accurate as o f
February 8, 2006

